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What Can You Spot  
in Kelvingrove?
Welcome to Kelvingrove  
Art Gallery and Museum! These are some suggestions 
of activities and games that you can play with your 
household while you are here.  Most of these can be done 
in any gallery. You can play as much or as little as you like, 
and the ideas can be adapted for any age. Have fun!

Please remember to 
keep 2 metres apart 
from other households 
– that’s a distance as 
long as two pumas − 
and please follow the 
new route system as 
much as possible! 2m



My Favourite Thing

Scroll down or click on a link to start 

Show me, Show me ...

Colours I Spy

Animal-azing! Test Your Memory

Selfie Time! Back to start
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My Favourite Thing

Pick your favourite thing in any gallery space, show 
it to the other people in your group and tell them 
why you chose it.
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Show me, Show me 

In your group, take turns to find something by asking 
each other to ‘show me, show me something ...’

Can you think of another describing word? 

Can you find things that look like this in the gallery?
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Colours

Find 3 things in the gallery that are or include  
the colour:
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blue
red

yellow

green

2m



I Spy

I spy, with my little eye, something ...

beginning with the letter ...

       the colour of ...

that has 
a pattern ...

       that is wooden ...

One person in the group chooses  
what the others should try to spot.
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Animal-azing!

In the West Court, or anywhere else where there are   
   lots of animals, find something ...

with stripes

that flies

with fur

with a tail

that has more than four legs

that lives in the sea

Can you think of other animal  
features to find?
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Test Your Memory

As a group, pick a painting or display and look at it 
for 30 seconds. Then ask one person to look away 
or close their eyes and tell the rest of the group as 
many things as they can remember about it. 

       How well can you do?
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Selfie Time!

If there’s space to do so, you’re welcome to take a 
selfie with your favourite animal or object. 

But please remember to keep 2m apart. 

      Happy snapping! 
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